Riding and Driving Whips
Dear business partners and customers,

“At home in the world of equestrian sport” – this has been true of FLECK for almost 150 years. Over the years we have always kept up with the times, been inspired by new developments, researched the latest trends, deployed all our skills and expertise, and have constantly worked on making things better for you in line with our motto that there is always room to “improve on excellence”.

Success ‘Made in Germany’

FLECK is proud of the fact that, to this day, it develops its products itself and manufactures most of them in Schwarzach in the Odenwald. We are pleased that equestrians all over the world also love our high-quality whips. Our stated aim is to combine traditional craftsmanship with innovative technology. And we also intend to guarantee this quality in the future.

Success stories

Many of our FLECK riding and driving whips are bespoke products made exclusively to customer specifications. The successful development of the ultralight carbon whips, which now account for a major proportion of our product range and have many admirers all over the world, is one of the many chapters in the success story of our company. Our exclusive “Dressage DeLuxe” whip is a product of prime quality for the highest demands in dressage. The new REFLEX whips in fluorescent material or the SilkTouch whips, which feel so pleasant to hold and come in a popular retro design, are trendy additions to our range, bringing an entirely new sense of fashion.

Individual service

Going above and beyond in after-sales support for our trading partners is a matter of course for FLECK. We train our sales representatives to ensure that our expertise filters down to local stockists in the form of specialist individual advice and practical promotional aids. Our business partners are also well served over the telephone, by email or in person at our exhibition booths at the specialist trade fairs spoga horse in Cologne and AETA in the USA.

For your eyes only

It is with pride and pleasure today that we present the latest FLECK catalogue for 2018 featuring the full range and including trendy new products, popular best-sellers and good-looking designs.

Have we aroused your interest? Then we hope you will enjoy browsing through our new catalogue.

See for yourself how many riding and driving whips we supply and the wide selection of colours, materials and designs. Not only will they inspire you, but your customers will love them too.

Our sales team welcome your suggestions and will be happy to answer any questions you may have.

Kind regards

Rudi Maisack - CEO
Fleck GmbH & Co.
Riding & Driving Whips
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The combination of modern materials with traditional craftsmanship and contemporary design is the secret of the outstanding quality of the riding crops and whips made by FLECK.

The impressive results are high-quality whips with an unceasing supply of innovative features which are used worldwide in all equestrian sport disciplines and are loved by professionals and leisure riders alike.

Bespoke riding and driving whips
The most comprehensive product range in the world caters to virtually every conceivable demand. Should your customers express further individual wishes, simply contact our team of expert sales consultants. Our breadth of experience and our extensive selection of colours, braids and handle materials enable us to respond to very unique customer specifications.

Worldwide presence
The combination of modern materials with traditional craftsmanship and contemporary design is the secret of the outstanding quality of the riding crops and whips made by FLECK.

The impressive results are high-quality whips with an unceasing supply of innovative features which are used worldwide in all equestrian sport disciplines and are loved by professionals and leisure riders alike.

Professional after-sales service
The satisfaction of our customers remains our top priority even after selling our products. This is the only way to promote successful and long-lasting business relationships for all parties.

We adapt our service to accommodate your individual needs and wishes. Whether expert advice over the telephone or in person, repair or restoration by our professional workshop team, or discussion and agreement of individual specifications – your satisfaction is our daily motivation!

Sales support
In order to boost turnover and sustain sales of our riding and driving whips, we offer our customers a variety of advertising materials and promotional resources. We can provide custom-built units to make an attractive display of our products in your sales outlet and we can supply banner advertisements and brochures in support of your sales promotions.

We do our very best to get you results!
Successful front-runners know best what they need for top performance in their sport. Working with the best in their disciplines enables us to keep developing our products and perfect them for effective use in professional and recreational sports. Numerous innovative products of recent years have resulted from this cooperation and have since proven their calibre in all performance classes.
How to find what you’re looking for in our new catalogue even more quickly:
Finding information, selecting and ordering made easy.
Our newly designed catalogue is intended to make it even easier for you to find out everything you need to know about our products.
To enable you to find your way around the range quickly and easily, we have divided our crops and whips into three price categories: ECONOMY, PROFESSIONAL and PREMIUM.

With the relevant product illustrations you will find the particular colour options that are available for that product, both for grips and for crop and whip shafts.

Our complete range of colours for the extremely wide variety of materials is shown in true colour on the fold-out chart on the rear inside cover of the catalogue. The chart can be easily separated from the cover, by the way, and used as a handy bookmark.

Measuring crops properly.
According to the provisions of the the LPO - the regulation for German tournament sport - and the requirements of the International Federation of Equestrian Sports (FEI), in competitions it is essential that crops and whips are of the exact length.
A jumping bat, for instance, must be no more than 30" 75 cm long (incl. leather flap or lash) and a dressage whip no more than 48" 120 cm long incl. lash.
To help you find out all you need to know about the right crop and whip sizes, we have developed graphics that show you the way each article is measured. For ease of orientation, this information is provided on the relevant pages – a real help when it comes to giving advice to your customers!

Riding crops
Perfect resource for riding schools.
FLECK riding crops are versatile riding aids which enable the smoothest communication with the horse. Carefully crafted and fitted with a wrist loop, FLECK riding crops sit securely in the hand and inspire learners with confidence in their riding lessons, especially young riders.
**Riding Crops - 32", 80 cm incl. lash, Polyamid or Fibreglass-core**

- **01700** Woven Nylon cover, Rubber handle, wrist loop, 32"/36" 80/90 cm  
  MOQ=black individually, assorted colours (10 pack)

- **01715** Woven Nylon cover, wrapped grip, wrist loop, plastic cap, 32"/36" 80/90 cm

- **01716** Woven nylon cover, soft wrapped grip, leather wrist loop, plastic cap, 32"/36" 80/90 cm, MOQ= 6 pcs. per length

- **01718** Satin-Glitter wrapped, UltraSoft-grip, mushroom cap, 32"/36" 80/90 cm, MOQ= 6 pcs. per length

- **01720** REFLEX, Woven neon Nylon cover, UltraSoft grip, plastic cap, wrist loop, 32"/36" 80/90 cm, MOQ= 6 pcs. per length

- **01079** Spiral leather cover, wrist loop, leather button cap, 32" 80 cm

- **01085** Leather cover, wrist loop, leather button cap, 32" 80 cm

- **01091** Braided leather cover, wrist loop, leather button cap, 32" 80 cm
Jumping bats

The secure grip allows the rider to react at lightning speed when split-second timing is required. FLECK jumping bats are first-class products designed to meet the highest demands in jumping and eventing. The special finish of the raw materials and the traditional workmanship invested in these riding aids provide amateurs and professionals alike with the perfect support in their sport. Precise action combined with contemporary chic and classic design.

“My personal Whip”

The whip collection – with space to inscribe your name.

Seek and you shall find! Unidentified whips in the tack room which all look the same are now a thing of the past thanks to “My personal Whip”! The whip collection with the name label for individual inscription will see the end of mix-ups! The inscribable whips come with FLECK grip, DELTA PRO grip, SuperSoft grip or in the FELDMANN Balance Sports model.
Jumping bats 18”/20”/24”/26” Solid Polyamid or Fibreglass core

**ECONOMY**

- **02700** Woven Nylon cover, Rubber handle, wrist loop, 24” 60 cm
  - MOQ=black individually, assorted colours 10 pcs.
- **02715** Woven Nylon cover, wrapped grip, plastic cap, 24” 60 cm
- **02600** Woven Perlon cover, plastic-grip, wrist loop, 24” 60 cm
- **02644** Woven Nylon cover, plastic cap, wrist loop, 24” 60 cm
- **02646** Woven Nylon cover, leather-grip, wrist loop, 24” 60 cm
- **02645** Lacquered Linen thread cover, Golf-grip, 24” 60 cm
- **02649** HANDY, woven Nylon cover, Golf-grip, 24” 60 cm
- **02674** Reflecting bat, Rubber handle, loop, open flap, 24” 60 cm
  - MOQ=assorted colours (15 pack)
- **02001** Woven Nylon cover, FLECK-grip, open flap, 22” 55 cm

**JUMPING BATS**

- **02002** Woven Nylon cover, FLECK-grip, 18”/24” 45/60 cm
- **02002N** My personal Whip - Woven Nylon cover, FLECK-grip with name badge, 18”/24” 45/60 cm
- **02004** Plain, TOP-grip, 18” 45 cm
- **02006** Patent synthetic leather wrapped, FLECK-grip, 22” 55 cm
  - MOQ=6 pcs. assorted colours
- **02002N** My personal Whip - Woven Nylon cover, FLECK-grip with name badge, 18”/24” 45/60 cm
- **02004** Plain, TOP-grip, 18” 45 cm
- **02006** Patent synthetic leather wrapped, FLECK-grip, 22” 55 cm
  - MOQ=6 pcs. assorted colours
- **02008** Woven Nylon cover, FLECK-grip, 24” 60 cm
  - MOQ=10 pcs. assorted colours
- **02716** Woven nylon cover, UltraSoft grip, plastic cap, 18”/24” 45/60 cm
  - MOQ=6 pcs. assort. per length
- **02718** Satin-Glitter wrapped, UltraSoft-grip, mushroom cap, 24” 60 cm
  - MOQ=6 pcs. assort. per length
- **02719R** RETRO - Fibreglass shaft whip with SilkTouch-coating, synth. leather handle, plastic cap, 20”/24” 50/60 cm
  - MOQ=6 pcs. assort. per length
- **02719F** FASHION - Fibreglass shaft whip with SilkTouch-coating, synth. leather handle, plastic cap, 20”/24” 50/60 cm
  - MOQ=6 pcs. assort. per length

For more Nylon colour options, pls. see color chart.

Size = Length of stick without flap
Unparalleled grip and ergonomic design.

Unbeatable grip and ergonomic shape – introducing the DELTA PRO grip by FLECK!

The secret of the DELTA PRO crops lies in the special rubber compound and the fine grooves in the surface which provide the firmest grip in the rider’s hand! The slim ergonomic design of the triangular handle also enables optimum hold and handling. The tapered handle on the dressage whip with DELTA PRO grip allows particular flexibility and can be held firmly in hands of all sizes. The jumping bat indicates a fixed position in that the leather tongue is kept in the correct position in relation to the horse at all times. No slipping, no twisting. No adjustment of grip needed. Perfect handling and an innovative fresh design.
Brilliant Performance.

FLECK dressage whips and jumping bats with rhinestones will add a sparkle to a performance on any showground. High-quality workmanship, as in the hand-braided leather handles, and a dazzling appearance underline the FLECK watchword that “there is always room to improve on excellence”. The deluxe model goes one step further, with premium jumping bats and dressage whips enhanced with sparkling original SWAROVSKI elements. For a brilliant performance on the showground. This is where practical perfection meets visual attraction.
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SIMPLY PERFECT!

Perfect balance and light as a feather.
Take it lightly in the saddle – with the ultralight CARBON composite whips made of high-tech carbon material!
The lightweight yet robust composite fibre is easy on the rider’s hand, preventing tiredness even after hours. A sleek, non-slip PU handle, optimum balance and handling make for relaxed riding and maximum precision when it counts!
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Cotton thread covered, lacquered, leather-grip, leather button cap refined with SWAROVSKI-element, 24” 60 cm

02180S Woven Nylon cover, double wrapped nubuck-grip and cap with original SWAROVSKI-elements, 24” 60 cm

02180S Woven Nylon cover, leather grip with rhinestone elements, leather button cap, 24” 60 cm

Swarovski elements are available in various colors:
SilkTouch – our innovation

The dressage whips and jumping bats in the SilkTouch range in the trendy RETRO and FASHION look are perfect for everyday riding needs!

The fibreglass core is treated with a special coating and the biggest plus point is its lightness. Thanks to this new finish and an elegant synthetic leather handle, SilkTouch whips are always one step ahead of other economy models, not only in terms of design. Ideal for use in daily training routines in the jumping and dressage arena.

JUMPING BATS

02075 Event bat, fibreglass core, short soft cushion flap, ultra sticky handle, 24" 60 cm
02091 Braided leather cover, leather button cap, 24" 60 cm
02095 Braided leather cover, ANTIQUE ferrules, 24" 60 cm
02178 Lacquered, leather-Balance-grip, cushioned flap, 24" 60 cm
02180 Cotton thread covered, lacquered, leather grip, open jumping flap, 20"/26" 50/65 cm
02075 Event bat, fibreglass core, short soft cushion flap, ultra sticky handle, 24" 60 cm
02091 Braided leather cover, leather button cap, 24" 60 cm
02095 Braided leather cover, ANTIQUE ferrules, 24" 60 cm
02178 Lacquered, leather-Balance-grip, cushioned flap, 24" 60 cm
02180 Cotton thread covered, lacquered, leather grip, open jumping flap, 20"/26" 50/65 cm
CONTACT / EFFECT

Optimum grip, professional action and trendy design – these are all features of the CONTACT and EFFECT whips made by FLECK!

Their centrepiece is a special, high-strength fibreglass shaft which boasts an exceptional degree of precision. The use of the popular PU handles in conjunction with button caps of different sizes optimises balance and handling and therefore the intonation in communication with the horse. This is why FLECK crops in the CONTACT and EFFECT ranges are the optimum resource for daily use in training.

Dressage rider and multiple championship medallist Helen Langehanenberg, who has been in the world rankings for a decade, is just one of the aficionados of these whips which meet the most exacting demands!

Dressage whips

Boasting a timeless elegance, FLECK dressage whips are the perfect riding aid. Whether for professional or recreational use – FLECK dressage whips meet the demands of the most discerning riders! Core materials of the highest quality, such as fibreglass or CARBON, are taken and refined to form the basis for optimum flexibility, perfect balance and added durability. The finish of the whips, both with traditional leather handles and modern grip designs, completes the perfect relationship of form and function. Their precision is particularly impressive, as is their innovative design with many fashionable and classic colours, all combining to ensure a polished performance in the dressage arena.
Dressage Whips, Solid Fibreglass core, competition length for FEI - 48” 120 cm inc. top lash.

03700  Woven Nylon cover, rubber handle, 40”-52” 100-130 cm MOQ: black or assorted colours, (10 pack)

03608  Plain Fibreglass, lacquered, Synthetic-grip, brass cap, 40”-52” 100-130 cm

03620  Woven Nylon cover, wrapped grip, wrist loop, Chrome cap, 40”-52” 100-130 cm

03710  Sparkling woven Nylon cover, FLECK-grip, 36”-48” 90-120 cm, MOQ: 10 pcs. assorted in pink, lilac, blue

03715  Woven Nylon cover, wrapped grip, plastic cap, 40”-56” 100-140 cm

03716  Woven nylon cover, UltraSoft grip, plastic cap, 40”-52” 100-130 cm, MOQ: 6 pcs. assorted per length

03718  Satin-glitter wrapped, UltraSoft grip, Chrome cap, 40”-48” 100-120 cm, MOQ: 6 pcs. assorted per length

03719R RETRO SilkTouch, Fibreglass shaft whip with SilkTouch-coating, synth. leather handle, plastic cap, 40”-52” 100-130 cm, MOQ: 6 pcs. assorted per length

03719F FASHION SilkTouch, dito

03720  REFLEX, Woven neon Nylon cover, UltraSoft grip, plastic cap, 40” 100 cm with wrist loop, 44”/48” 110/120 cm, without wrist loop, MOQ: 6 pcs. assorted per length

03002  Woven Nylon cover, FLECK grip, 40”-56” 100-140 cm

03002N My personal Whip, Woven Nylon cover, FLECK-grip with name badge, 40”-58” 100-140 cm

03003  Woven Nylon cover, FLECK-grip, leather thong, 40”-52” 100-130 cm

03005  SUPERFLEX, very flexible, woven Nylon cover, FLECK-grip, 44”-64” 110-160 cm

03006  SUPERFLEX PREMIUM, very flexible, woven Nylon cover, Nubuck wrapped grip, nickel mushroom cap, 44”-64” 110-160 cm

03009  TELLINGTON-whip, stiff, lacquered linen thread cover, Kunststoff cap, 52” 130 cm
TRIPLE dressage whips offer perfect ergonomics for hands of every shape and size. The TRIPLE brings together the best of three product lines. Our developers took the tried and tested BALANCE, IMPULS and DELTA crops and modelled a completely new, trendsetting design on them.

Its outstanding feature is the TRIPLE BALANCE handle which combines innovative design and sporty functionality at the highest level. It sits securely and comfortably in any size of hand thanks to the ergonomic triangular shape and the strength of grip of the materials used on the handle. The metal end, which is designed in the shape of an eyelet, also acts as a counterweight, thereby optimising the balance. TRIPLE dressage whips come in the three established FLECK quality levels of SOLID, FLEX and DeLuxe.
**PROFESSIONAL DRESSAGE WHIPS**

**03021** TRIPLE Solid  
Nylon weave with TripleBalance-grip solid whip shaft, standard top lash,  
44”-56” 110-140 cm

**03022** TRIPLE Flex  
Nylon weave with TripleBalance-grip flexible whip shaft, flexible top lash,  
44”-56” 110-140 cm

**03023** TRIPLE DeLuxe  
Lacquered Nylon weave with TripleBalance-grip, flexible whip shaft, leather thong,  
44”-56” 110-140 cm

**03030** TRAINER  
flexibel, woven Nylon cover, long SOFT wrapped grip, mushroom cap,  
40”-64” 100-160 cm

**03033** STARLINE  
woven Nylon cover, glittering nubuck wrapped grip, with gold- or silver-design mushroom cap,  
40”-56” 100-140 cm

**03034** WHIP OF NATIONS  
Woven Nylon cover, mushroom cap, wrapped grip in national colours,  
40”-56” 100-140 cm

**03036** Woven Nylon cover, 2-tone Nubuck wrapped grip, nickel mushroom cap,  
40”-56” 100-140 cm

**03040** Woven Nylon cover, Nubuck-wrapped grip, nickel mushroom cap,  
40”-56” 100-140 cm

**03041** Woven Nylon cover, leather wrapped grip, leather button cap,  
40”-56” 100-140 cm

**03042** Woven Nylon cover, leather handle, leather thong,  
40”-56” 100-140 cm

**03046** FLEXTOP  
woven Nylon cover, flexible top, leather grip,  
44”-56” 110-140 cm

**03048** Woven Nylon cover, Nubuck-wrapped grip, leather thong, plastic-cap,  
40”-56” 100-140 cm

**03052** X-Line, woven Nylon cover, x-tec-grip, mushroom cap,  
40”-64” 100-160cm

**03053** Woven Nylon cover, leather-grip, mushroom cap,  
40”-56” 100-140 cm

---

For more Nylon colour options pls. see color chart.
Perfect Balance

We designed these dressage whips with the input of a well respected horse expert! Walter Feldmann, trainer and breeder of the Aegidienberger gaited horse, has decades of practical experience in training and collaborated with us on the development of the original FELDMANN® Balance CLASSIC whip. The key characteristics of this whip are easy to grasp – in the truest sense of the word. The special two-part handle clearly defines the holding position for the various applications, making it easy for the rider to achieve the perfect position for optimum balance or range in the saddle. FELDMANN® Balance whips are designed to fit securely in the hand. Their special shape enables relaxed riding action and exceptional precision and confidence for beginners and professionals alike.

The current models and further highlights in this range are SPORTS, CARBON, STRASS and PREMIUM.
Swarovski elements are available in various colors:

- clear
- rainbow
- grey
- light blue
- dark blue
- purple
- pink
- green

DRESSAGE WHIPS

030405 | Woven Nylon cover, nubuck-grip and cap with original SWAROVSKI-elements, 40”-56” 100-140 cm

030405D | Woven Nylon cover, double wrapped nubuck-grip and cap with original SWAROVSKI-elements, 40”-56” 100-140 cm

03050 | Woven Nylon cover, leather grip with rhinestone element, leather cap, 40”-56” 100-140 cm

03079 | Leather-covered, lacquered, leather grip, 40”-56” 100-140 cm

03091 | Braided leather cover, leather mushroom cap, 40”-56” 100-140 cm

031805 | Cotton thread covered, lacquered, leather grip refined with SWAROVSKI-elements, 40”-64” 100-160 cm

03178 | Cotton thread covered, lacquered, leather grip refined with SWAROVSKI-elements, 40”-64” 100-160 cm

03180S | Cotton thread covered, lacquered, leather grip refined with SWAROVSKI-elements, 40”-64” 100-160 cm

03050 | Leather-wrapped cover, leather button cap, 40”-56” 100-140 cm

03091 | Braided leather cover, leather mushroom cap, 40”-56” 100-140 cm

03095 | Braided leather cover, ANTIQUE ferrules, 40”-60” 100-150 cm

03125 | Lacquered linen thread cover, leather-grip, plastic cap, 40”-68” 100-170 cm

03155 | Lacquered linen thread cover, leather-grip, Nickel mushroom cap, 40”-68” 100-170 cm

03163 | Dressage DeLuxe, lacquered linen thread cover, soft leather thong, slim deluxe leather handle, braided leather button, 40”-64” 100-160 cm

03170 | Lacquered linen thread cover, Bamboo-grip, Nickel mushroom cap, 40”-60” 100-150 cm

03177 | FELDMANN-Balance SPORTS STRASS, Leather grip with rhinestones, nylon weave, SoftRubber Balance cap, 40”-64” 100-160 cm

03178 | FELDMANN PREMIUM Balance-whip, Lacquered, cotton thread cover, mushroom cap, 40”-56” 100-140 cm

03180 | Cotton thread cover, lacquered, leather handle, top lash made out of flexible leather string, 40”-64” 100-160 cm
Communicating with your horse from the ground is not an easy task and it is a partnership which requires experience and precise assistance. This is made possible by FLECK whips made of modern materials like fibreglass and carbon composite. The ergonomic design of the handles ensures a secure grip while the high quality of the lashes guarantees an effective stimulus for the horse. This is how FLECK produces high-quality, durable and perfectly balanced touchier, lunging and vaulting whips “Made in Germany”.

Groundwork: touchier, lunging and vaulting exercises

Exceptionally elegant to look at and conducive to the highest precision when learning challenging lessons in riding – these are the premium dressage whips in the “Dressage DeLuxe” range. The slim DeLuxe leather handle also sits securely in the hand, even in demanding conditions. The perfectly balanced fibreglass middle and the fine leather tongue ensure that the signals from the rider’s hand are right on point. Traditional workmanship of the highest calibre in the “Dressage DeLuxe” caters to the demands of modern dressage specialists and world-class professionals like Charlotte Dujardin and Carl Hester. The classic design with hand-lacquered shaft, sleek leather grip and braided leather buttons radiates copious amounts of charm and style. “Dressage DeLuxe” offers absolute premium quality in a choice of three tasteful colourways.
ECONOMY

LUNGING WHIPS

Lunging Whips 80”-100” 200-250 cm with 80”/100” 200/250 cm nylon lash / 100” 250 cm Silicon lash / 100” 250 cm leather lash

- **05654** Woven Nylon cover, ERGO-grip, Nylon lash with swivel, 72”/80” 180/200 cm
- **05655** ditto, 2-piece, screwable
- **05672** Woven Nylon cover, wrapped sticky grip, woven Nylon lash, 72”/80” 180/200 cm
- **05673** ditto, 2-piece, screwable
- **05674** CARBON composite 2-part, telescopic, wrapped grip, Nylon lash, Set of 5 pcs. (2 black/1 silver/1 navy/1 purple), 80” 200 cm
- **05675** ditto, 2-piece, screwable
- **05671** Nylon weave, wrapped grip, silicon lash, 72”/80” 180/200 cm
LUNGING WHIPS

05000  Flexible fibreglass, woven Nylon cover and lash, FLECK grip,
        72”/80” 180/200 cm

05004  Plain Fibreglass, lacquered, ERGO grip,
        72”-100” 180-250 cm

05005  ditto, 2-piece screwable

05034  CARBON Composite 2/3 part telescopic, wrapped grip, silicon lash,
        88” 220 cm (2-part), 100” 250 cm (3-part)

05065  CARBON composite 2 part telescopic, plain lacquered, Golf grip,
        72”/80” 180/200 cm

05066  CARBON composite, plain lacquered, Golf grip,
        72”/80” 180/200 cm

05070  CARBON 2-part telescopic, multi adjustable VARIO grip,
        80”->92” 200->230 cm
        88”->100” 220->250 cm

For more nylon colour options pls. see color chart.
**VAULTING WHIPS**

Vaulting whip 116" 290 cm, CARBON Composite, Leather- Nylon- or Silicon lash

- **05035** CARBON composite 116"/156" 290/390 cm 3/4-part telescopic, SYMPA-grip, 160"-400 cm Nylon lash
- **05035/330** CARBON composite 128" 330 cm, 2-part telescopic, SYMPA-grip, 200"-500 cm silicon lash
- **05034** CARBON composite 160" 400 cm silicon lash

- **05043** CARBON composite 2-part telescopic, plain lacquered, Golf-grip, 120"-300 cm leather lash
- **05044** ditto, 160"-400 cm leather lash
- **05044/LPO** ditto, 200"-500 cm leather lash

Lunging/Vaulting Lashes

- **06001** Leather lash, white, round cut, with nickel-plated swivel 100"-220" 250-550 cm
- **06002** Nylon lash, white 100"-200" 250-500 cm
- **06003** Silicon lash, white 100"-220" 250-550 cm
Touchier Whips 56"-80"/140-200 cm, measured without top-lash, Solid Fibreglass core

03005  SUPERFLEX, Piaffe-whip woven Nylon cover, FLECK grip, 64"  160 cm total length

11000  Woven Nylon cover, FLECK grip, 10"  25 cm lash, 56"-64"  140-160 cm

11004  Nylon weave, ERGO-grip, with 4"  10 cm leather thong, 60"-68"  150-170 cm

11008  Plain Fibreglass, lacquered, ERGO-grip, 10"  25 cm stiff spun lash, 56"-72"  140-180 cm

11009  Piaffe-whip flexible, woven Nylon cover, wrapped grip, 56"  64"  140-160 cm

11018  IMPULS! Touch, Nylon weave with ErgoBalance-grip, medium flexible whip shaft, flexible top lash, 56"-68"  140-170 cm

11010  Lacquered linen thread cover, leather-wrapped grip, 10"  25 cm stiff spun lash, 64"-80"  160-200 cm

For more Nylon colour options, pls. see chart.
Driving and carriage whips

Carriage drivers convey a noble impression of style and elegance. The right whip is a decisive detail which blends harmoniously into the overall picture. Thanks to carefully selected raw materials, traditional manufacturing processes and individual design, driving and carriage whips made by FLECK are reliable companions in carriage sports with breast collar harnesses. Safely positioned in the hand, they offer recreational drivers and professionals optimum support on the showground and in the open field.
DRIVING WHIPS

48”-80” 120-200 cm length with 48” 120 cm leather lash

12672. Woven Nylon cover, wrapped sticky grip, woven Nylon lash, 56”-64” 140-160 cm

12002. Plain Fibreglass, lacquered, ERGO grip, 48”-72” 120-180 cm

12020. Twisted Willow, 44”-52” 110-130 cm
### Driving Whips

**48”-80” 140-200 cm length with 48” 120 cm leather lash**

- **12021** Plain willow, 48”-44” 120-160 cm
- **12500** Bavarian style cracker whip, lacquered linen thread cover, hemp lash, leather wrapped grip, 56” 140 cm

**Premium**

- **12016** Lacquered linen thread cover, leather wrapped grip, 48”-72” 120-180 cm
- **12044** 4-in-hand TRAINING whip, CARBON composite, 4-part telescopic, brass-top, flat leather lash, 144” 360 cm

**Whip lash**

- **13001** Leather lash, 48”-72” 120-180 cm

---

*Size = Length of stick without lash*
**HUNGARIAN-STYLE**

56”-80” 140-200 cm length, 48” 120 cm hungarian style leather lash

- 09002 Willow, lacquered, 56”-72” 140-180 cm
- 09005 Plain Fibreglass, lacquered, ERGO-grip, 56”-80” 140-200 cm
- 09003 Willow, lacquered, leather-grip, 56”-72” 140-180 cm

- 10001 Hungarian style leather lash with knots 48”/120” 120/300 cm
- 10002 Original hungarian leather lash with knots, brown or black 48” / 120” 120 / 300 cm

42”- 48” 105-120 cm length and 64” 160 cm solid highly flexible Fibreglass core

- 04005 Woven Nylon cover, DIAMOND, 42”/46”/48”/64” 105/115/120/160 cm
- 04006 Lacquered linen thread cover, TUFFLEX, 44”/64” 110/160 cm
- 04008 Woven Nylon cover, leather-grip, leather button cap, 42” 105 cm

---

**TROTTING WHIPS**

Size = Length of stick without lash
Drop lash whips

Popular all over the world, drop lash whips are used in the traditional English carriage arrangement. They are extremely impressive in terms of precision action, adding the right style and providing the perfect aid for classic driving with pointed collar harnesses. Materials of the highest quality, such as classic natural wood, robust fibreglass or lightweight CARBON composite, are combined with optimum ergonomics in the FLECK drop lash whips to arrive at a particular level of comfort and safety in the hand. They prevent damaging impact on the joints, even in challenging training sessions, and offer reliable support for tandem and four-in-hand driving. A combination of traditional craftsmanship and innovation, they are the jewel in the crown in the whip manufactory at FLECK.
Drop lash Whips 48"-88" 120-220 cm length with 32"/40" 80/100 cm drop lash
Also available with 128"/152" 320/380 cm 4-in-hand-lash on request. Nearly all drop-lash whips can also be supplied with turnable or replacable lash.

07670  Woven Nylon cover, ERGO-grip, spun lash, 48"-80" 140-200 cm
07672  Nylon thread cover, wrapped sticky grip, spun lash, 48"-80" 140-200 cm
07000  Woven Nylon cover and lash, FLECK-grip 24", 48"-80" 120-200 cm
07002  Plain Fibreglass, lacquered, ERGO-grip, spun lash, 48"-88" 120-220 cm
07002 4 dito., 4-in-hand, 128" 320 cm lash
07002-4 4 dito., 4-in-hand, 128" 320 cm lash

Size = Length of stick without lash
**PROFESSIONAL**

07008  professional MARATHON, CARBON composite, nubuck-grip, 20” 50 cm spun lash, leather thong, 60”-80” 150-200 cm

07009  ditto, DRESSAGE, 32” 80 cm spun lash, leather thong, 64”-80” 160-200 cm

07015  CARBON composite, cotton thread covered, lacquered, leather-grip with balance weight, 32” 80 cm spun lash with leather thong, 56”-88” 140-220 cm

07017  CARBON composite, plain lacquered, COMPETITION-grip, spun lash, 48”-88” 120-220 cm

07018  CARBON composite, lacquered linen thread cover, leather-grip, spun lash, 48”-80” 120-200 cm

07024  Willow, lacquered, spun lash, 48”-80” 120-200 cm

07037  Bamboo, lacquered, leather wrapped grip, spun lash, 64”-80” 140-200 cm

**DROP LASH WHIPS**
07045 CARBON composite, 2-part telescopic, plain lacquered, Golf-grip, spun lash, 64”-40” 160-200 cm
07046 CARBON composite, Training-whip, 2/3- or 4-part telescopic, spun lash, 88”/100”/116”/144”/200” 220/250/290/360/500 cm
07213 CONTACT CARBON composite, blank, PU-Contact-grip, 32” 80 cm spun lash with leather thong, 64”-88” 160-220 cm
07217 CARBON composite, blank, slim super sticky wrapped grip, 32” 80 cm spun lash with leather thong, 48”-88” 120-220 cm
07317 4-in-hand Combi, CARBON composite, 32” 80 cm spun lash with leather thong + 4-in-hand lash (imitation), slim super sticky wrapped grip, 64”-80” 160-200 cm
**DROP LASH WHIPS**

07010  CARBON composite (1-part), multi adjustable VARIO-grip, spun lash,
68”–80”  170–200 cm

07011  CARBON composite 2-part telescopic, multi adjustable VARIO-grip, spun lash,
64”–76”/72”–84”/88”–100”
160–190 cm/180–210 cm/200–230 cm/220–250 cm

07012B  BALANCE CARBON composite, super sticky grip with balance weight, spun lash, 64”–88”  160–220 cm

07013  Fibreglass, lacquered linen thread cover, leather wrapped grip, spun lash,
48”–88”  120–220 cm

07016  dito, with leather braided lash,
48”–88”  120–220 cm

07019  Holly imitation (hand carved willow), leather-grip, leather braided lash,
64”/72”  160/180 cm

07020  dito, 4-in-hand, 128” leather braided lash,
64”/72”  160/180 cm
PREMIUM

DROP LASH WHIPS

07021  Holly imitation (hand carved willow) 2-part, replacement whip for carriage board, (Art. 07021)

07033  Willow, lacquered, leather-grip, leather braided lash, 48"-80" 120-200 cm

07044  CARBON Composite 2-part telescopic, 4-in-hand-training whip, Golf grip, spun lash, 116" 290 cm

07050  Natural Holly wood, leather-grip, leather braided lash, 56"-72" 140-180 cm

07051  ditto, 4-in-hand, 128" leather braided lash, 56"-72" 140-180 cm

07052  ditto, 4-in-hand, 152" leather braided lash, 56"-72" 140-180 cm

07033  Willow, lacquered, leather-grip, leather braided lash, 48"-80" 120-200 cm

07044  CARBON Composite 2-part telescopic, 4-in-hand-training whip, Golf grip, spun lash, 116" 290 cm

07050  Natural Holly wood, leather-grip, leather braided lash, 56"-72" 140-180 cm

07051  ditto, 4-in-hand, 128" leather braided lash, 56"-72" 140-180 cm

07052  ditto, 4-in-hand, 152" leather braided lash, 56"-72" 140-180 cm

Whip-roll:

18005  Whip-roll for 1, 2, 3 or 6 whips

18011  Whip board for replacement drop lash whip (Art. 07021), 34" 85 cm

Replacement drop lashes:

08001  Spun thread, 10"-152"

08005  Braided leather, 10"-152"

Whip board:

07021  Holly imitation (hand carved willow) 2-part, replacement whip for carriage board, (Art. 07021)

07033  Willow, lacquered, leather-grip, leather braided lash, 48"-80" 120-200 cm

07044  CARBON Composite 2-part telescopic, 4-in-hand-training whip, Golf grip, spun lash, 116" 290 cm

07050  Natural Holly wood, leather-grip, leather braided lash, 56"-72" 140-180 cm

07051  ditto, 4-in-hand, 128" leather braided lash, 56"-72" 140-180 cm

07052  ditto, 4-in-hand, 152" leather braided lash, 56"-72" 140-180 cm

07033  Willow, lacquered, leather-grip, leather braided lash, 48"-80" 120-200 cm

07044  CARBON Composite 2-part telescopic, 4-in-hand-training whip, Golf grip, spun lash, 116" 290 cm

07050  Natural Holly wood, leather-grip, leather braided lash, 56"-72" 140-180 cm

07051  ditto, 4-in-hand, 128" leather braided lash, 56"-72" 140-180 cm

07052  ditto, 4-in-hand, 152" leather braided lash, 56"-72" 140-180 cm

Whip-roll:

18005  Whip-roll for 1, 2, 3 or 6 whips

18011  Whip board for replacement drop lash whip (Art. 07021), 34" 85 cm

Replacement drop lashes:

08001  Spun thread, 10"-152"

08005  Braided leather, 10"-152"
Hunting whips, Bull whips, Fly whisks and Show cane

Elegance and functionality are moulded into one unit in hunting whips. Only in this way can they fulfil their purpose, both in terms of practicality and presentation. Hunting whips, bullwhips, fly whisks and show canes made by FLECK are individually crafted products proudly bearing the Made in Germany label. Each piece is made to order with the finest attention to detail to produce a bespoke masterpiece, guaranteeing exceptional quality and outstanding durability.
Hunting Whips, 20" 50 cm stick with 60" 150 cm leather braided lash

- **PREMIUM**
  - 15016 Root wood, lacquered with real staghorn

- **ECONOMY**
  - 15004 Manila cane, blank lacquered with real staghorn

- **PROFESSIONAL**
  - 15008 Plain leather covered with real staghorn

- **HUNTING WHIPS**
  - 16001 Leather braided lash, 48"-100" 120-250 cm

- **BULL WHIP / FLY WHISK**
  - 17001 Leather braided, leather button cap, 40"-160" 100-400 cm

- **Show canes**
  - 01030065T Tonkin Bamboo, nickle mushroom cap and nickle cap 26" 65 cm

- **Fly Whisk**
  - 14005 Beech wood, lacquered, wrist loop, real horsehair

  - 01030065P Pearl Bamboo, nickle mushroom cap and nickle cap 26" 65 cm
MULTI – crop and whip display stand
Your new all-round expert sales assistant!
- Always present within your customers’ field of vision
- Clear displays of crops and whips with the handle to the top
- Displays up to 120 crops and whips in minimal space (0.09 m²)
- Easy to assemble

MULTI plus – crop and whip hanger
- For our new rotating MULTI crop and whip display stand
- Also suitable for all generally available hook display stands
- Accommodates all types of crop and whip handles
- Customer-friendly handling
- Can be used in different ways even after the sale

Whip display stands
Required display space
14” x 14” 350 x 350 mm
The practical and permanent way to display your whips.
Art. no. 3

Product no. 4 for:
riding and dressage whips and jumping bats
- clearly arranged display on two levels
- maximum capacity of 160 whips
- excellent display of whip handles
- easy to use with handy clip fasteners

Product no. 41 for:
lunging, vaulting and driving whips
- maximum capacity of 80 whips
- whip handles clearly on view
- easy to use with handy clip fasteners

Product no. 42 for:
riding, dressage whips, jumping bats, lunging, vaulting and driving whips
- maximum capacity:
  ca. 30 driving and lunging whips
  ca. 40 dressage whips
  ca. 50 jumping bats/riding crops
- whip handles clearly on view
- easy to use with handy clip fasteners

Our FLECK sales team will be happy to provide further details or please contact us directly.

Unpack. Display. Sell.
FLECK not only supplies you with a full range of whips, of a quality demonstrated around the world, but also supports you with the ideal sales aids. These display the products to best advantage, and make a stylish impact in your sales area as well.

**Whip display units**

- **Wall display unit**
  - 14.2" x 6.2" B 355 x H 155 mm
  - In varnished wood, half-round for 8 whips.
  - It displays your high-quality selection of FLECK products exclusively to your customers.
  - Art.-No. 18006 008

- **Wall display unit**
  - 14.2" x 6.2" B 355 x H 155 mm
  - In varnished wood for 5 whips.
  - It displays your high-quality selection of FLECK products exclusively to your customers.
  - Art.-No. 18006 005

- **Wall display unit**
  - 10.2" x 6.2" B 255 x H 155 mm
  - In varnished wood for 3 whips.
  - It displays your high-quality selection of FLECK products exclusively to your customers.
  - Art.-No. 18006 003

- **Suspended reels for drop lash whips**
  - In turned wood. The reels hold your drop lash whips in shape well, whilst looking good.
  - 1 Whips
    - Art.-No. 18005 001
  - 2 Whips
    - Art.-No. 18005 002
  - 3 Whips
    - Art.-No. 18005 003

- **Whip Clip**
  - Practical display and storage aid for you and your customers.
  - Art.-Nr. 10

- **Labelling service**
  - Make use of the time-saving FLECK labelling service: information, product number, bar code. Everything is supplied and labelled to your requirements.

**Promotion**

To present our products to optimum effect, we can also supply you with attractive sales resources and a variety of advertising materials, such as our product catalogue, flyers, banners and hanging displays, as well as our space-saving whip stands for your sales floor.
## Accessories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18001</td>
<td>Cotton thread popper for whip lashes 40&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18002</td>
<td>Hemp-poppers, (bundle with 50 pcs.) 12&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18003</td>
<td>Popper end with loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18004</td>
<td>PVC-wrist loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18007</td>
<td>Popper end for hunting whips, 12&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18008</td>
<td>Popper end for Trotting-whips, 8&quot;-16&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18010</td>
<td>Replacement-loops for lunging-Vaulting-driving-whips made of plastic (10 pcs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18011</td>
<td>Carriage board for replacement whip (Art.no. 07021) 34&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Exclusive grips for exclusive requirements

High-quality Fleck crops, Fleck riding bats and Fleck dressage whips sit even more comfortably in the hand, thanks to their exclusive grips. In Alpacca or sterling silver. With or without engraving – the choice is yours. We would be pleased to advise you on the various options for enhancing the look of your whip.

---

Simple, fast information is available to you via our FLECK homepage:

For your communication please use:

Phone +49(0)6262-92010  
Fax     +49(0)6262-920129  
E-Mail: info@fleck-co.de

All our product information comes with a special QR code. This means that retailers and consumers can scan the code with a smartphone to set up a quick connection to our website www.fleck-informiert.de, where they can obtain useful information and tips on how to use any of the whips.
Liefer- und Zahlungsbedingungen:

I. Lieferbedingungen:
Die Lieferung erfolgt auf Rechnung und Gefahr des Käufers. Der Versand erfolgt unversichert. Warenmängel können nur innerhalb 8 Tagen nach Empfang der Ware am Bestimmungsort vorgebracht werden.

II. Eigentumsvorbehalt:
Bis zur restlosen Bezahlung des Kaufpreises, insbesondere der völligen Abdeckung der Wechsel und Schecks, behält sich die Lieferfirma das Eigentumsrecht an sämtlichen von ihr gelieferten Waren vor. Das Eigentumrecht erstreckt sich zusätzlich auf Warenbestände, die aus einer früheren, aber bezahlten Lieferung stammen. Der Käufer darf die von dem Eigentumsvorbehalt betroffene Ware ohne Zustimmung des Verkäufers weder verpfänden, noch sicherungshalber an Dritte übertragen. Im Falle gerichtlichen Aktenzeichens, damit die Lieferfirma in die Lage versetzt wird, unverzüglich wegen Freigabe ihres Eigentums die erforderlichen Schritte zu unternehmen.
Wird die Ware vor restloser Bezahlung des Kaufpreises weiterverkauft, so gilt der Anspruch des Käufers auf Zahlung des Kaufpreises ab oder an den Verkäufer abgetreten.

III. Zahlungsbedingungen:
Zahlbar innerhalb 10 Tagen nach Rechnungsdatum mit 3% Skonto oder innerhalb 30 Tagen nach Rechnungsdatum ohne Abzug.

IV. Lieferzeiten:

V. Erfüllungsort für Lieferung und Zahlung:
Für alle aus den Geschäften sich ergebenden Rechte und Pflichten gilt als Erfüllungsort für beide Teile 74869 Schwarzach. Gerichtsstand für beide Teile ist 74821 Mosbach, soweit gesetzlich zulässig.
Swarovski elements are available in various colors:

**NYLON WEAVE** fine

Colors in printed media may deviate from the original.